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What Are We Eating?
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Welcome to the First Issue!
What you Missed in October

Doing Clinicals Right

How Powerful is Powerpoint? Mindbending Riddles,
Student Opinions, &
Being a Medical Student
More

Mission Statement
“Our mission is to bring healthcare of international
standards within the reach of every individual.
We are committed to the achievement and
maintenance of excellence in education, research
and health care for the benefit of humanity”

dr prathap c reddy
Founder Chairman
Apollo Hospitals Group

Dear Students ,
I am delighted to hear that the students are bringing out a College
magazine Athena. It will provide a platform to foster artistic expression,
reflect individual and collective opinions and better faculty and student
engagement by expressing individual creativity.
My wish is that it should be intellectually honest , with arguments
and debates on social issues, anecdotes, blogs on useful tips, humour, leisure pursuits, news, story ideas, adventure ,campus interviews and with
thoughts for your future. I am aware of the effort that would be required,
to make such a project see the light of day.
I trust that while such an opportunity is being provided to each of
you, to channel your writing and artistic skills in a constructive manner,
that you would all be responsible enough, so as to not put in any material, that might be deemed offensive,damaging or disrespectful to any state,
community or religion, to fellow students or faculty. Neither should it be a
forum to critique campus administration.
It is my hope that such a magazine would continue to be brought out
on a regular basis, and stored in the archives section. Then subsequent generations can retrospectively see, how the magazine, and the experiences of
students, have evolved over the years and reflect on the days spent in your
Alma Mater and in the making of a doctor.
Best wishes,
Dilip Mathai
Dean

Letter from the Editors
Hello and welcome to the first edition of AIMSR Athena!
This project was started as an initiative to educate and inform the AIMSR
student body about a variety of topics, encompassing both our medical curriculum,
lifestyle and cultural matter. It also provides a platform for students and faculty to
display their creative talents.
With this magazine, we hope to broaden the intellectual horizons for our
AIMSR family by introducing topics that are not solely limited to what is covered inside our classrooms. In this issue, we have included several lifestyle pieces that will
become regular features such as Op Eds, reviews on the latest in pop culture, and
coverage of our college’s own cultural events.
Athena will be a monthly magazine, digitally published on the AIMSR website. Additionally, print copies will be available in the library for your perusal.
As for this issue, many of you may already be aware that World Food Day
took place on October 16 of this year. If not, look no further. We’ve covered this
international event from several different angles. Inside, you’ll find an overview of
World Food Day—its importance, various World Food Day programs underway in
India, along with some helpful information regarding personal nutrition and diet.
Lastly, we’d like the thank Dr. C.V.H.S Sai Ram from the Department of
Community Medicine for his contribution to this month’s cover story. We’d also
like to thank all of the students to contributed content for the magazine and for the
logo design. We would not have been able to kick off with such a great first issue if
it were not for the continued enthusiasm and support of our fellow classmates and
faculty.
Thank you,
AIMSR Athena Editors

Without further ado, here’s a little bit about the team that brings you this issue:

2012 Batch
Hi everyone! I’m currently in my 3rd year at AIMSR. It’s been rough going and frankly, I’m surprised to have made it this far. I love having something creative to work on at all times. Putting
together Athena for you guys has definitely allowed me to keep my hands full! I hope you all
enjoy this first issue! We have plenty planned for the future of this magazine!

Natasha Singh
They said a smooth sea never made a skilled sailor. That’s when I started to unleash the magic
out of my comfort zone. So Kirthana is a free spirited girl who stands up for herself, lives impulsively, travels, book-mite, organized and gets off track now and then. I love meeting new people,
so…hey there! Nice to meet you. I’m Kirthana and you are?

Kirthana Sade

2013 Batch
A fun loving, geeky gamer guy with extensive knowledge on Pokémon. Loves music and dance.
P.s. Food is the closest way to my heart.
Favorite animal: Wolf.
Qualifications: Nerd. Geek. Pokémon Champion of Hoenn. Black belt DanII(Budokan)
Educational qualifications: Class X(ICSE), Class XII(SSC),Ex-CR(2k13), Literary and Editorial
head of AIMSR.
Medicine Year 1 (AIMSR)
All right reader, read the magazine. Anything else you want to know about me you can ask me
Gaurav Bhoopathy directly.
“The road ahead looks rocky, but that’s all right with me.”- Tiny (DOTA character)
Hey this is Sesha from 2k13 batch! I worked as Times NIE student editor for about two years!
You would hear my friends describing me as a very messy person but that is just me being creative. I aspire perfection in whatever I do. My new found interest is listening to old songs. My
favorite past time is reading books and sleeping. I firmly believe that “the darkest hour of the
night is just before the dawn”. I hope you enjoy our effort and gain knowledge!

Sesha Sai
Kanukamedala

2014 Batch
A jack of all trades, but a master of none.I Love photography and vlogging. Not a day goes by
without me playing my ukulele. Can make 2 Min. Maggi in 1 minute, 50 seconds. A medical
student by day, Pokemon master by night.

Riteesh Reddy
My name is Devika Adusumilli, I am a self-proclaimed nerd who would rather go to a museum
than to a party. I love to shop, eat Italian food, and hope to visit Antarctica one day. I have developed a strong love for animals which I never had a year ago and there doesn’t go a day where I
don’t think about my dog. Hope your cerebrums enjoy reading this magazine! :)

Devika
Adusumilli

2015 Batch
Hi everyone! I’m Sivani Kuruvada, a junior in AIMSR. Writing is inked into every drop of me
and I’m very passionate about it. Give me a book to read and I can forget the world around
me. I hope all of you enjoy reading Athena as much as we enjoyed putting it up for all of you :)

Sivani Kuruvada
Hi! My name is Sahithi, and I am currently a first year med-student at the AIMSR institute.
Writing is the one of the few activities which grounds me, so I’m very excited to express my
views and sentiments in this magazine. As for a couple random fun facts: I love travelling.
Skydiving is one of the top entries on my bucket list. It is impossible to tear me away from a
good book. I can recite almost all the lines from the Lord of the Rings trilogy. I strongly believe
in the L+R=J theory from Game of Thrones, and yes, that is a real jaguar that I am hugging in
the picture.
Sahithi Surakanti

M

The Art of
Medicine
Gaurav Bhoopathy

edicine: A field of science ever
growing, a part of life unforgettable, and a journey for us to
discover as doctors.
“Doctor my son is running a
temperature what do I do?” – says
a worried mother. The doctor says
‘Just give him a paracetamol 500 mg
three times a day’.
Paracetamol is an analgesic
antipyretic without anti-inflammatory action; COX-3 inhibitor but for
everyone else, it cures fever. That is
the difference between the science of
medicine and the art of it. The science forms the background while the
art forms the foreground.
The art of medicine is about
how you get to your scientific basis
with the simplest of methods. It revolves around the fact that simple
history taking and clinical examination will take you most of the way in
a good diagnosis and will form an exceptional part of the final diagnosis
you are so desperate to make.

For one who is practicing medicine, the book means very little…the science
of medicine limited to very few specific points and the art shows them the clues,
the way to diagnose the problem.
When a student wonders “How will I know what is right from what is wrong?”
“How do I know that the sound I hear
is a crepitation and not a murmur?”
How can I tell if this is the right pulse
or the wrong one?” The doctor says
“Listen, it sounds like this” or “Feel
here”. They don’t say “Read this”.
Thus the art of medicine is something
that we see and try to learn; we hear
and try to learn and we must practice
to try and master.

M

y father always
says “Treat the
bio systems as live
don’t just go by the
chemicals”.

The art is individualised to each person as any art is supposed to be and
yet follows the basic principles like all art does. Some surgeons play music in
their operation theatres while others make only music with their breathing and
instruments. The art is for you to discover and practice.
My father always says “Treat the bio systems as live don’t just go by the
chemicals”. The more I think about this statement, the more it intrigues me. It
shows me that science which fixes down certain guidelines but biologic systems
are way more complex. They follow a sort of art in managing the set guidelines
forming something new. That is the kind of art that I’m talking about, an art that
individualises you as a doctor.
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Positive attitude towards a thing strengthens the thoughts of a person. A happy person is not a person in a certain set of circumstances but rather a person with
a certain set of attitudes. A person who is healthy in mind is said to succeed in life
and achieve his goals. When the attitude is positive we entertain pleasant feelings
and constructive images and see in our mind’s eye what we really want to happen.
This image brightens the eye and further there is more energy and more happiness.
The whole being broadcasts good will, happiness and success. Even the health is
being affected in a beneficial way. A positive mind anticipates happiness, joy, health
and a successful outcome of every situation and action. There are few things that
can be practiced to achieve the state of peace of mind such as creativity, optimism,
believing in yourself and your abilities, not giving up, constructive thinking and setting goals. So be happy and let the world around you light up with your happiness!
Sesha Sai K.

World
Food
Day
Social Protection and
Agriculture: Breaking the
Cycle of Rural Poverty

“O God, to those who have hunger, give bread, and
to us who have bread, give the hunger for justice.”
~A prayer from Latin America

Why Does World Food
Day Exist?
World Food Day is observed every year on 16
October in honor of the date of the founding of the
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations in 1945. It is a day of action against hunger.
First established in 1979, World Food Day has since
then been observed in almost every country by millions of people.
The theme for World Food Day this year is
“Social Protection and Agriculture: breaking the cycle of rural poverty”. This theme seeks to highlight
the importance of social protection in ending food
poverty, including greater access to education and
healthcare, cash grants and free school meals.

Great Indian Famine 1943-1945

Contributed by: Dr. CVHS
Sai Ram (Department of
Community Medicine)

What is its Significance
to The
India?
World Bank estimates that India is one

of the highest ranking countries in the world for
the number of children suffering from malnutrition.
The prevalence of underweight children in India
is among the highest in the world, and is nearly
double that of Sub Saharan Africa with dire consequences for mobility, mortality, productivity and
economic growth.
Farmers and Food availability go hand in
hand. In 2014, the National Crime Records Bureau
of India reported 5,650 farmer suicides. India is an
agrarian country with around 60% of its people
depending directly or indirectly upon agriculture.
Farmer suicides account for 11.2% of all suicides in
India. Activists and scholars have offered a number of conflicting reasons for farmer suicides, such
as monsoon failure, high debt burdens, genetically
modified crops, government policies, public mental health, personal issues and family problems.
Without addressing farmer suicide it is not possible to address food security and malnutrition in
India.

Mid-Day Meal in India-2015:
What Progress?

STATE/UT WISE
FARMERS’ SUICIDES
DURING 2014 IN INDIA

Improving Nutrition to meet Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG)
End poverty in all its forms
everywhere

• Nutrition is proven to reduce intergenerational poverty and enhance labor force performance, income earning, and wage rates.

End hunger, achieve food
security and improved
nutrition, and promote sustainable agriculture

• Target 2b is “by 2030, end all forms of malnutrition.”
• The proposed SDG indicator set includes links to two
World Health Assembly (WHA) global nutrition targets.
• Nutrition status boosts adult productivity in agricultural
work.
• Better female nutrition status empowers women in agriculture.

India’s Initiatives
Natasha Singh

As of 2013, World Bank data indicated that 15% of the Indian population can
be classified as undernourished. The United Nations World Food Programme defines
undernourishment as “an indicator of inadequate dietary energy intake (based on FAO’s
definition of hunger, characterized as consuming less than a minimum level of kilocalories)
that is assessed at the population level using national food balance sheets to determine
the supply of dietary energy available to a given population and modeling of how that
energy is distributed across the population.”1 Undernourishment is a way of assessing a
population’s nutritional status as a whole.
There are several alarming statistics that accompany India in the context of World
Food Day. It is home to approximately one fourth of all the undernourished people on
earth. India Ranks 55th of 76 countries on the Global Hunger Index and 135th out of
187 countries in the 2014 UNDP Human Development Index2. However discouraging the
numbers, the Government of India has put in place a Five Year Plan in 2013 aiming to
address hunger and nutrition issues in India.
The National Food Security Act (NFSA), passed in
2013
had a huge impact on food and nutrition securi...we can raise India ty in this
country by providing highly subsidized staple
foods
to
low income populations4. Other successful into a higher standard
terventions by the government are those we hear of
of nutrition and often in our Community Medicine classes: the Targeted
Distribution System (TPDS), the Integrated Child
d e v e l o p m e n t . Public
Development Service (ICDS), and the Mid-Day-Meal
Scheme (MDM).
TPDS addresses procurement, storage, transportation, and distribution of certain
staple items like wheat, rice, and sugar to target populations. The original system was
implemented in 1997. However, in 2013, the World Food Programme India revised the
program to increase its efficiency. It currently operates under the 3S Model: Secure,
Strengthen, & Save2. The ICDS provides a combined educational and nutritional space
for mothers and preschool children. The services are carried out through Anganwadi centers in rural areas. Many of our students who have attended field visits conducted by our
own Department of Community Medicine are already familiar with the proceedings at
Anganwadi centers. Lastly, the Mid-Day-Meal Scheme provides nutritionally sound meals
to school-age children throughout India. It is supported by many NGOs such as Akshaya
Patra, Ratna Nidhi, and others5.
One of the most important aspects of food and nutrition security in India is analyzing and mapping of vulnerable areas. Without knowing which populations will benefit
most from World Food Day initiatives, it is impossible to implement effective programs.
By raising awareness nationwide and funding and supporting of the aforementioned
programs, we can raise India to a higher standard of nutrition and development.
Works Cited

1) “Hunger Glossary | WFP | United Nations World Food Programme - Fighting Hunger Worldwide.” Hunger Glossary | WFP | United Nations
World Food Programme - Fighting Hunger Worldwide. Web. 04 Nov. 2015.
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Why Shouldn't
YOU Diet?

Gaurav Bhoopathy

Dieting- a way to have a healthy lifestyle'a way to live disease free...well... of the chronic diseases anyway. Could anyone ask for better?
Not really. So why do I say- Don't diet? For all you diabetics, hypertensives, hyperlipidaemics (cause I didn't want to say fat guys) this
is not meant for you. You guys NEED to diet. You're SUPPOSED to be on
diet. DO NOT READ this article any further. The others may carry on.
Dieting is more so a way to healthy living for those who are
eating more than what they should and not working it off. For the
average guys and girls (yes especially you), dieting is more of a
fashion statement these days. Wanna get to size 0? The diet
followed- Eat salads for breakfast, an onion for lunch and
skip dinner. Yes sir that's perfect. You'll land up in a hospital sooner than you know it.
Let's say you get on a good diet, the healthy one
where you're eating more than a couple of onions for
lunch and eating dinner too. Someone walks past
you with a vanilla ice cream topped piece of chocolate cake with chocolate sprinkles and chocolate
frosting/ chocolate sauce as per your taste. Now
there goes your diet. All the cravings come at that
moment, and then you decide to take a break for
a day. Good food never ceases after and lo and
behold you're back to square one in a matter of
days.
Let's say you're the type who can handle
even those cravings. Your body is subject to tremendous amount of stress courtesy the deprivation
of carbohydrates and fats. A balanced diet contains 6580 % of carbohydrates, 15 % fats and the remainder as proteins. O n c e
you reduce the carbs and fats, your body is kinda deprived of its major
sources of energy and works on reserves. This is not good on the long
run guys.
At 20 and 30 what are you trying to diet for? You're young; you
don't have stiff joints or tired muscles. Exercise to lose that weight. Have a few extra kilos you want
to lose? Work it out. Try skipping that TV soap that you watch out of boredom and go for a nice little
jog. Bicycling is such fun, why not try that out? Pick a nice sport- Swimming, Tennis, Golf. Worried
that you can't go all the way somewhere for it? Pop some tunes and go for a nice little jog for about 15
mins in your apartment garage. Follow it up with some dance with your favourite songs for another
10 mins. That's more than sufficient to get your mood up and at the same time you can avoid those
extra pockets of fat you're putting on.
Hence in conclusion- Get on your feet, get out your seat and get exercising to lose that weight.

T h e
Right
W a y
to Diet
Sesha Sai K.

The word diet comes from
a Greek word diaita meaning "way of life" or "regimen."
The word diet is often synonymously used with weight
loss. However it means two
things, one is the kind of food
that one eats and the other
is a special course of food to
which a person restricts himself for medical reasons and
NOT NECESSARILY WEIGHT LOSS.

Why do I have to "Diet?" Where Do I Start?
healthy living!
Avoid Heart Disease &
Diabetes
Prevent Hormonal
Dysregulation
Weight Loss
Lower Triglycerides
Increase Energy Levels

Most of us...no--literally all of us
looooove to eat junk food. A healthy diet
starts with cutting down the junk food
but it doesn't mean you have to avoid it
altogether at once, (telling us not to eat
junk food is as ridiculous as telling an
alcoholic not to drink) instead try eating
less and less each week
Start incorporating more of vegetables and
fruits into your diet. Try picking different colors of vegetables when you go for
shopping.

R

ed foods
contain:
lycopene
(anti-oxidant)

Try:
Tomatoes,
apples

O Y
range
foods
contain:
Vitamin A &

ellow foods
contain:
lutein (eye
health)

Try:
Oranges,
carrots

bananas

Vitamin C

G

reen foods contain:
isothiocyantes
(induce liver enzymes
and increase the liver
activity)

Try: Leafy
vegetables

Try: Bell
peppers,
squash,

B

lue foods
contain:
anthocyanin
(anti-oxidant)

Try: Blueberries
Eggplant

Drink a lot of water. It will energize muscles,
helps kidneys and has many more benefits which we
already know.
Incorporate fibre into your diet. It controls blood
sugar, reduces the chances of stroke and heart diseases, maintains skin health and prevents colon cancer.
Lastly, exercise!
Following a diet and watching what you eat isn't a
trend, it's a lifestyle. So live healthy and be happy.
Keep a check on the amount of calories that you are eating every day. Here’s how you calculate
recommended daily calories for your BMI

1) Calculate basal metabolic rate (BMR)

BMR = 655 + (4.35 x weight in pounds) + (4.7 x height in inches) - (4.7 x age in years)

2) Multiply BMR by your activity factor:
a) Sedentary: Minimal movement, lots of TV watching, reading, etc.
Activity factor = 1.4
b) Light activity: Office work, ~1 hour of moderate exercise/activity during the day.
Activity factor = 1.5
c) Moderate activity: Light physical/manual labor during the day, plus more active
lifestyle. Activity factor = 1.6
d) Very Active: Active military, full time athlete, hard physical/manual labor job.
Activity factor = 1.9

3) Now the hardest part. Try to stick to your calorie goal! If you are
trying to lose weight, eat a deficit of 250-500 calories daily.

What
Are We
Eating?
Some say “You are what you
eat”, and if fast food comes under a
part of what you’re eating, eek!!!
To all of you who are reading this
article, take a minute and think back to
the last time you sank your teeth into
a McDonald’s burger or a KFC chicken
strip. Did you ever think about what
really is in what you are eating? Prob-

Devika Adusumilli

ably not, you were too busy savoring
the deliciousness in front of you.
Do you really think something
that good can be made in less than
10 minutes? Well it definitely can, but
not without the help of some seriously fishy ingredients to add that finger
licking taste we all crave once in a
while.

• Here is a breakdown of some
of the ingredients going into
your fast food:
• Caramel Coloring: Used in
sodas, Taco Bell meat filling, and
sweet and sour sauce. Instead
of being melted sugar like
traditional caramel, caramel
coloring is synthetically made
by reacting sugars with
ammonia and sulfites.
•
• Sodium Nitrite: Used in
McDonald’s Egg McMuffin and
Dunkin Donuts bacon. It’s a
preservative used in cured
meats like bacon, ham, and
hot dogs.
•
• Wood pulp: Used to thicken
and stabilize foods. It is often
used as a cheaper alternative
to oil and flour. It is found in
the McDonald’s snack wrap
and the Oreo McFlurry.
•
• Dimethylpolysiloxane: A type
of silicone used in deep fryers
to keep oil from foaming which
helps the oil last longer. It is
found in McDonald’s french
fries.
•
• Mechanically
separated
meat: MSM , also known as
“pink slime,”is puréed meat,
bone, and edible tissue treated
with ammonium hydroxide to
decrease bacteria.

When I looked more into it, I actually
found a longer list but I will spare your
gastrointestinal tract. I know reading this one
article is not going to stop you from eating fast
food forever, Because come on, who can resist
a good crunchy french fry? Just make sure
that next time you plan on buying something
under the fast food category, try to do it as a
last resort, when there are absolutely no other
options available. Your body will definitely
thank you in the future. :)

Clinical Proforma for
Varicose Veins

Arranged by Sesha Sai K.

Name:
Age:
Occupation:
Residence:
Chief complaint:
History of present illness:
• Was the patient normal before?
• Pain- site, onset, duration, progression character, aggravating and
relieving factors
• Negative history- intermittent claudication Pain with change in
the position of spine
• Pain with change in the position of joint
• History of abdominal lump
• History of ulceration
• Point to conclude- anatomy, physiology and stage of the disease
you are dealing with
Past historyPast surgical historyPast medical historyPersonal history- diet, appetite, sleep, bowel and bladder movements
and addictions.
Family historyMenstrual historyGeneral examination• Conscious and coherent?
• Nourishment?
• Performance?
• Hydration?
• Vitals?
• PICKLE?

Local examinationInspection• Gait of the patient
• Attitude of the limb
• Any decrease in diameter
• Skin over the limb
• Describe particular varicose veins
• Any ulcers/gangrene
• Morrisons cough impulse
• Erythema/reddening of the skin
Palpation• Temperature
• Tenderness
• Tredlenburg(++--)
• Abdomen
• Vertical group of lumph nodes
• Joints
• Dermatomes
Percussion- Schwartz test
Auscultation- regional nodes
Diagnosis- clinical stage, etiology, anatomy and pathology
____ years old ____ with _____ varicose veins seen prominently on
____ side with
C?E?A?P?

Clinical Proforma for
Obstetrics/Gynecology
Arranged by Gaurav Bhoopathy

I am presenting a case of Mrs. X aged _______, _______________ by
occupation, married to Mr.Y aged________, _______________ by occupation
of SEC _________. They reside in ___________________.
She came to the antenatal OP with history of _______ months of amenorrhea
(with complaint of___________) for a routine check-up. She is a booked/
unbooked case.
Last Menstrual Period (LMP):
Estimated Date of Delivery (EDD):
Periods: regular/irregular (no. of days/duration between cycles)
Contraceptives: (Hormonal): Used or Not
Obstetrics history:
• marital status• consanguineous/non• obstetric formula• Present pregnancy:
• spontaneous/non spontaneous
• confirmationFirst trimester:
• vomiting• nausea• weakness• fatigue• bleeding• appetite • burning micturition(maybe UTI)• headache• thyroid• spotting• discharge- colour, odour, pain, irritation
• fever• folic acid supplement• dating scan-

• pain• weight lossSecond trimester:
• vomiting-(subsided/not)
• breathlessness• nausea• pain abdomen• oedema• appetite• weight gain• quickening• supplements• TT(tetanus shot)- dosage• TIFFA scanThird trimester:
Active foetal movementBack painAbdominal painPedal oedemaBreathlessnessFrequency of micturitionPrevious pregnancy:
Spontaneous or not
Preterm or full term
Normal vaginal or c section:
If vaginal, normal or instrument assisted. Which instruments were used?
- Forceps/vacuum.
If c section,
Elective or emergency
If emergency: reason – (like hypertension, foetal distress); was it
induced; did they wait; if anti hypertensives were used, any ecclampsia,

signs of ecclampsia (headache, vomiting, gastric pain, blurred vision,
decreased urine output.)
Hospital: general/ private
After Delivery:
• Sex of baby:
• Birth weight:
• Healthy or not:
• Congenital problems:
• Circumcised or not
• Any complications after surgery
• Lactation and breastfeeding:
• Blood transfusion (if given)• Fever• Baby cry- (immediately after delivery)
Antenatal periodMenstrual history:
• Last 3 cycles (months): regular or irregular
• Flow-(Average, Heavy, Light)
• No of days• Clots• Dysmenorrhea-(pain or not; pre, post or during)
• Abortion:
• Reason• Which month• Spontaneous or not
• Surgically or medicated
• Blood in urine with or without
• Significant associated symptoms like pain in abdomen or burning
during micturition
• Post abortal period
• Contraceptive used/unused

Past history:
Surgical historyMedical• Allergies
• Blood pressure
• Diabetes
• Tuberculosis
• Asthma
• Blood transfusions
• Epilepsy
Family history: Blood pressure, diabetes, asthma, tuberculosis, twinning,
congenital abnormalities
Personal history: diet, appetite, sleep (adequate or disturbed), micturition,
bowel movement, addictions (alcohol intake/smoking etc.)
Summary: Mrs X, age, c.c, gravida, gestational age
Diagnosis:
formula
gestation
General examination:
built and nourishment
height and weight
temperature
pulse rate
blood pressure: which ever position it was taken in should be mentioned
pallor, icterus ,clubbing ,cyanosis ,oedema
BMI(normal 19-25)
Management: investigations and treatment

MBBS.ppt
Natasha Singh

The

front wall
of every
classroom
at my
former college was an inspiring sight—a
vast façade of chalkboards, often dusted
with the faded remains of some tenured
professor’s calculations. They were placed on
tracks to slide up and down the wall, making
room for diagrams, formulas, graphs, and
other musings that might come up during
the course of teaching. The sound of chalk
grinding on the board would act as a cue:
we had a moment to jot down the relevant
information before we turned our attention
back to the lecture. Some professors filled
up every corner in reach, some stuck to
scrawling tiny sentences into a barely visible
square of space, and some only used the
chalkboard as a backdrop for their long
lectures.

PowerPoint. Microsoft’s well-known
presentation program has been around
since 1990 and PowerPoint presentations
quickly became a common sight in several
fields, from business to science to—yes—
education. The format is easy for teachers and
students alike to quickly present information
to large groups.
The unfortunate tradeoff here is that
we often sacrifice quality for efficiency.
The merits of a slideshow-based class are
apparent when
used to teach theory My favorite—
subjects to large
and
most
groups; PowerPoints
productive—
were a saving
grace during my
classes were
first two years of
always those
MBBS. However,
in which our
as I enter my preclinical and clinical
professors
years,
I
question
the
While most of the classrooms at Boston
in
merits of that kind of taught
University date back to the 1950s, the basic
more
layout of a lecture hall has remained the same teaching. It’s easy to a
forget
how
much
our
for centuries. A podium or desk is situated at
improvised
the front with a chalkboard or whiteboard on teachers really have
to offer us when
w a y .
the wall. The remaining space is, of course,
allocated for an audience of (hopefully) eager they’re standing in
front of a screen and reading PowerPoint
students. The modern classroom, however,
slides for a full hour. I understand that there is
has taken on a different setup, having more
a set curriculum to follow and a limited time
in common with a movie theater than a
in which to cover all the required knowledge
lecture hall. Stark white projection screens
must be taught. But that doesn’t mean all of
dominate the teaching stage while podiums
our classes must be reduced to bland bullet
and whiteboards are relegated to a dark,
points.
poorly lit corner. A single lecture hall may
My favorite—and most productive—
contain up to five separate screens alone, as
classes were always those in which our
though we’re watching a two hour B-movie
professors taught in a more improvised
on a cheap domestic flight.
way. They would start with the required
I’m all for the use of technology as an
topic and just…talk. This “organic” teaching
educational tool, but it makes me wonder
style allowed for more interaction between
what effect all this has on the way we as
teachers and students and placed more
medical students learn. More specifically,

focus on application of knowledge—a
pillar of medical education. I’ve lost count of
how many times during class I’ve heard our
professor say “Don’t write, just listen for a
moment,” or some variation thereof. There’s
something about a PowerPoint title slide that
triggers us students to start writing almost
reflexively, regardless of what else may be
going on in class.
It isn’t just teachers that may not be
using PowerPoint to their full advantage.
Student seminars designed to give individual
students more in depth knowledge of an
assigned topic are almost exclusively required
to appended with .ppt. More often than
not, this acts as a crutch for students. Copypasting from textbook PDFs is a lot less time
consuming than actually understanding a
topic well enough to teach it to a classroom
full of peers. Never mind the sniggers we get
when we stumble over a never-before seen
word in a presentation we apparently made
ourselves.
This isn’t to say slideshows are the
scourge of the academic world. There is a
way to use presentations effectively. It’s an
excellent format for visual learners who need

to see to learn. Our Social & Preventative
Medicine classes would be a tangled web
of acronyms were it not for our professors’
use of engaging flowcharts explaining each
public health program we need to memorize.
Students who don’t feel the need for notetaking can easily keep presentations for
personal use and review. With our college
reaching full capacity, slideshows are a great
way to ensure all the required information is
taught uniformly across all classes.
Microsoft PowerPoint definitely has a
place in the academic world, but it shouldn’t
be used as a standard teaching format.
PowerPoint really shines as a supplementary
resource for self-motivated students. I
personally prefer a more spontaneous
learning environment, but there are those
who can get everything they need from a
one-hour slideshow. Ultimately, I think it
all comes down to what we as individuals
want to get out of that one hour, whether
it’s 3 pages of notes, a handy .ppt to copy
to your pen drive and view later, or even a
comfortable nap in a room lit by the soft glow
of the screen up front.
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Lights and Sticks: A Foreigner’s
Account of Dandiya Night Sahithi Surakanti

I

’ve always seen it in the movies—the clacking sticks and the swirling dressings.
It’s basically the setting of every Bollywood film, ever. There were plenty of
dhandiya nights back in the States too, but I always managed to unluckily miss
them right as they occurred. But then, someone arbitrarily announced that
the school may conduct a dhandiya night, and I was immediately intrigued. It
sounded fun, and I could never truly pass up the chance to dress up.
When I went to the Apollo’s dhandiya night, I didn’t really know what I was expecting.
I knew that it wasn’t going be a scene lifted from Kal Ho Na Ho or Ram-Leela, but I hoped it would
be a grand event. In the end, it really wasn’t and somehow that turned out to be more fitting. In
the large field right outside the hospital, the DJ booth was set up, in the wide expanse of green.
Several of the tiered batukamma statues stood in a corner, and a small refreshments shack was
set up by the entrance. But really, the most prominent feature was crowd of beautifully dressed
students and faculty dancing and spinning under the bright spotlights. The sparse decorations

did nothing to take away from the event, in fact, this simplicity only added to the occasion’s
regional charm. There was no need for swanky décor. We had the flashing lights and we had
our spinning sticks.
I went in, knowing that this was a school-sponsored event (everyone knows how
entertaining those usually are), and I ended up being pleasantly surprised with the amount of
fun that I had that night. Part of the gaiety could be attributed to the fact that I was surrounded
by a bunch of friends that danced, laughed, and (although some may have bruised fingers due
to my inexperienced stick-wielding hands). Another aspect of the night that was a solid win
was the DJ. Despite, the relatively poor acoustics, he still managed to rile the crowd up with
a surprisingly versatile range of music from the folk classics such as Mayadari Maysuma to
modern club mixes like Turn Down for What. Perhaps, the most winning feature of the night
was the crowd. I always say that Indians know how to party, and that proved to be the case
that night. Even though not too many people showed up, the event seemed larger than it was
due to the craziness of everyone involved. There were congo lines, dance-offs, circle dances, and
I distinctly remember this one guy who simply clutched his falling dhoti in one hand while he
used the other hand to fist-pump to the music.
The night died around 9:30, and I was only there for two hours, but I remember
being exhausted and feeling “That was a pretty good night. “

Ganesh Chathurthi
Celebrations Kirthana Sade

I

t was all festive galore for 5 days in the Campus during the month of september.It has been quite long since
students from different batches got together among themselves .Well! that’s what festivals are for.Aren’t
they??
It all started one day the 2k12 batch guys were like “ Hey!!Let’s all of us celebrate ganesh chaturthi
together in college ”.THANKS! to the gracious support of Mrs.Aparna Reddy Mam. We bought lord Bappa! to our premises.
The celebrations kick started by installation of an eco-friendly Prithvi Ganesha. To make our ganesha colorful and bright
the students of batch 2k15 painted with natural colours.
Need I say more the rest 5 days went by with festivity,laughter,mingling,cheer & joy.Everyday there was an evening pooja followed by a hot scrumptious prasad.
They were many competitive events like Rangoli ,JAM (just a minute),pictionary,quiz,dance & skit performances.I
still remember losing my voice to all the cheering.We are glad that the 2k15 students who just entered the college also
took an active part in the celebrations.
The day of Nimarjan we had lunch organised by college administartion.By evening all we could see were white
kudta’s and orange head bands.All set for the utti event.We later bid lord Ganesh his farewell with everyone praying “Iss
bharr bhi hame pass karado”.
We hope to continue celebrating this event every year as a tradition 7 even include charitable events for the upcoming
year.

Q 1: Railroad crossing
without any cars. Can you
spell that without any
‘R’s?
Q2: What can you do with your

mind, and have in your heart; what
makes music in your purse, and is
not the same from the start?

Q3: What two things can
you never eat for breakfast?
Q4: What can you catch
but not throw?
Q5: Try getting this one:
This is an unusual paragraph. I am curious how
quickly you can find out
what is unusual about it.
It looks so plain that you
would think nothing was
wrong with it. In fact nothing is wrong with it. What
am I missing?

Riddles Compiled by Gaurav
Bhoopathy

Scion of Ikshvaku by Amish
Tripathi
This sort of book (a previous classic) is simpler to
write, as you already have a well established plot to
base your story on. Agreed, Shiva, who got a radical
makeover in previous books of the Shiva Trilogy by
Amish Tripathi is a lot different from Ram Chandra
as Tripathi calls his hero.
Ram is a more muted figure--a sedated man
totally given over to formulating rules and laws that
make for better living. Sita on the other hand is a
different story: a strong confident administrator,
unlike the mellow Sita from the original
Ramayana. Ram’s brothers too get a makeover in
the series. Ravaan, as of now unaltered, remains
the loathed evil demon. It is evident that he has
done a lot of research about the Ramayana and
its protagonists,the sequence of events, and its
underlying philosophy. Introducing Ram as a
tortured and unloved prince gets the reader’s
attention.
One thing I utterly love about the book is,
Tripathi stripped all the characters of their
supernatural elements such as Ravaan and
his 9 heads, making the story realistic. Amish
Tripathi is no literary genius, therefore the book is an
easy to understand moral tale, entwined with mythology which has the
potential to grip the youth especially those looking for lighter reads.
Rishika Kamidi

Chanakya’s Chant
by Ashwin Sanghi
Reviewed by Kirthana Sade

“A clear conscience is usually a sign of bad memory.
In any case, in the world of politics you can ill afford
luxuries such as a clear conscience!” one of crude
ways the author portrays the art of political science.
The book revolves around two parallel stories, showcasing how the cunning and outrageously
twisted wit of crooked(kautilya aka chanakya ) old
brahmin is used in modern day scenario( reminds
me of the movie Rang de basanti).The plot involves
statecraft, legal trails, conspiracy, betrayals,murders,
assassination attempts and lots more.
I was always fascinated about the character
“Chanakya”, afterall he was the one who formed a
united bharat (Mauryan empire which included most
of the Indian sub continent) strategizing even Alexander the Great.In the quest of knowing more about
him I started of with this book.
Sanghi never lets you down, depicting the principles
from “Kautilya’s Arthashastra” in a terrorizing,yet
practical way.

Pros-The author emphasizes the beauty of

sacrifice and renunciation. You get to know history
in much more interesting way, learn many strategies,
way of approach to solution in an offbeat way. It inspires you of
how intellect can beat man power.

Cons- No particular cons as such, but people who

can’t take extreme violence should keep this at bay. If you are
happy go lucky person, it strips your innocence and leaves you
with harsh factualness of life.

Genre-for readers interested in history, thrillers, po-

If given a chance
would I read
again? YES.

litical science, fiction in relevance to facts and lastly Chanakya
enthusiasts.

Rating: 4.8/5

Instagram for Medicine
Natasha Singh
We all know how it is. We
meet our friends at a restaurant
for dinner. You place your order
amongst muddled conversation
and laughter. Then, your waiter
emerges
from
the
kitchen
carrying what could only be your
order. You wait eagerly as he sets
your plate of pasta in front of you.
You pick up your fork and you’re
about to dig in when—WAIT. What
were you thinking?! How can you
be so quick vandalize this perfect
culinary masterpiece with your
utensil of mass destruction? You’ve
skipped a crucial step. Of course
you have to Instagram this! No
meal is satisfactory unless you’ve
first taken a picture and shared it
online with a list of appropriate
hashtags!

Now imagine you can do
the same with a particularly
fascinating X-Ray or a rare clinical
manifestation of an obscure
condition. Figure 1-Medical Images
is an app that does exactly that.
Available for Android and iOS,
Figure 1 allows individuals and
groups across the healthcare
industry to post images such as
radiology images, examination
findings, and instruments. Images
are tagged according to specialty
or department, much in the same
way Instagram uses hashtags to
categorize its posts.
Users often post images in the
form of questions, allowing the
comments section to become a
very useful forum for discussion.
One of the best things about the
app is that anyone can post, with
several eminent hospitals being
major contributors. Figure 1 hosted
its very first live event featuring
submissions from our very own
Apollo Chennai on October 7 with
one ER case being posted every
hour for 24 hours.
Users can customize their
profiles by selecting which
specialties they are interested in
ranging from specific pathogenic
organism to health care systems
and technology. Becoming a

verified medical student is as
simple as sending their team a
photo of yourself with your student
ID. Verification on Figure 1 allows
for a richer user experience and
your own submissions being
ranked higher.
Students entering their clinical
years will find Figure 1 especially
useful to expand their knowledge
of various clinical syndromes
that we may not see in our own
hospital. The wider your exposure,

Sorting images by specialty is useful
for those interested in specific cases.

the better your diagnostic skills
become. It is important to note that
this app is purely for educational
purposes. Although the cases
posted are real, it does not replace
actual medical advice and it is not
to be used for diagnostic purposes.
If you are planning on using this
app to share some our own cases,
be sure to ask your patient first and
remove any possible identifying
information!

For those interested in submitting--consent and anonymity made
easy within the app!
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How to Judge a Book by
Its Cover

Vaishnavi Reddy

Ok let me start of by giving you a hypothetical scenario… about two young men
of about the same age. Both work at a hospital. They walk in at 8:30 sharp and the guard
demands an ID. The first guy wore a leather jacket with a sleeve tattoo peeping from around
his wrist. His hair neatly gelled. He wore a pair of faded ripped jeans with the chest piece of
a steth peeping out from the pocket. The other guy was a simple textbook guy with a neatly
ironed formal shirt tucked into his pair of sophisticated trousers. A white coat hanging from
his arms and shiney polished dress shoes. Could you guys guess who the doctor was from
these two and who the receptionist was? Now put this up for vote. Ask people and see how
they respond.
The guy with the image of a taboo, the one who is unlikely to suit the
profession, the one who has an image of a rebel is actually a doctor and a rather good one at
that. He is a budding paediatric surgeon who knows how to work his way around children
who is rather compassionate about his job. We judged him a little too fast didn’t we? Did
anyone pay attention to the steth in his pocket?
But the other guy had the white coat right? The lab coat is worn by a chemist,
a physiotherapist, a nurse, or anyone who for that matter, for safety issues. But I’m pretty
sure the minute you read the part when I said neat well dressed with a lab coat hanging
from his arm you sold yourself to the devil.
We live in a rather superficial society where it is far easier to just look on the surface
of people ideas situations and guage their “efficiency”. The appearance of a person very
rarely reflects their personality. It is just a medium to showcase his creativity. Hence
ethically its wrong to judge someone just at one glance. Let me give you the example of
two very impressive and historically important people: Theodore Roosevelt and Napoleon
Bonaparte. These two rulers though very different had one thing in common, they were
externally viewed at unattractive, regular, and weak. Teddy Roosevelt was handicapped
but he broke all social norms and became one of the most efficient presidents of the United
States. Napoleon was a short rather skinny looking guy. No one expected him to be one of
the greatest tyrant rulers of the world. But that’s where they went wrong. That little guy
went on the take over the then very strong soviet within the blink of an eye.
If I give you a real life example of well me probably you would get a better
idea. On my 18th birthday. to celebrate my growth as a person, I decided to get a tattoo. It
took me exactly 7 months and 13 days to make this wish a reality. First, I had a nice little
convo with my mother who gave me the green signal. Her simple funda was it’s your body
and your wish. But I knew how the world around me was. Being a first year med student,
I was initially worried to get a bad “imperession”amongst my peers and mainly teachers.
The “what would they say?” haunted me. The next three months I actually spent thinking
of where could I get it done. Someplace where it will look pretty but it won’t be visible in
college’. After a lot of thought I settled for the ankle. In November 2014 I got four eagles
taking flight inked on my ankle. High enough to be hidden by patiallas and tights and oh
very very pretty. I came home all excited and jumping with joy. The first thing I did was

take a picture of it and send it to my maternal grandmother. She having a very modern
outlook at life went on to publicise it to her entire friend circle. While my paternal side
being a little too preoccupied in the idea of having a spotless clean social impression threw
a fit. “Oh my good God ! People will think you are a rogue and a rebel” cried my aunt,
“which decent telugu guy will marry you now?” cried my grandmother. Sigh. Why should
it matter? Like my mother said it was my body and it was my wish. Look at our very own
society, everything ranging from the cosmetic industry to our neighbourhood mums and
aunts root for the fair sundar susheel kinds often hindering the growth for the plain and the
wonderful kinds. Superficial prejudice doesn’t help much but to cause misconceptions. In
many cases it affects how a person could showcase his or her core abilities. In our real life
scenario, from a very early age we are drilled to follow a strict code of conduct, told to dress
properly if we want to be perceived as good proffesionals. Does no one stop to think that
maybe the way a person dresses up has nothing to do with his professional efficiency or
even other ways in which he functions? It is merely a compulsion to strap on some clothes
either to express his inner artist( … or maybe not?) or just to show off his new wardrobe.
We face a world where lookism is one of the most pervasive but denied prejudices. There is
a premium for the pretty and the fair
“To judge by appearance is to get entangled in the veil of maya”, according to
Buddhist texts.
From ancient times until relatively recent, there was a widespread worry about
looks and the stereotypical prejudices that it brought with it because looks may deceive. It
may not be personal or politically imprudent to judge based on appearances. This practice of
lookism ( prejudice and preferential behaviour based on external appearances) is prohibited
by monotheistic religions and criticised by medieval and ancient philosophies. Skeptics,
stoics, cynics, epicureans and even some scholastics elaborated various reasons to avoid or
subordinate the role of external looks.
Let me ask you one simple question would you want people to be unfair or
even just give you those death glares just on the basis of looks? No right? Remember the
famous line “do unto others as you would have them do unto you”. One major reason why
we should refrain ourselves from this practice is respect. We often demand respect for even
the smallest of things we do, for our most unique trait. Then why judge on the basis of
someone else unique traits. We are all different. We live different lives. We have different
personalities. We believe in different principles. But we are all part of the same community
and one mutual thing that we must hold for each other is Respect. No one is perfect. We
all make mistakes. That just makes us human. Nowadays people indulge in all sorts of
crazy things that makes it hard to be silent when needed. That’s where tolerance becomes
essential in the modern world. It gives you the reasoning to understand a person and put
yourself in his position and judge less.
We are all in control of the way we think. Maybe it’s time to change. Get
a fresher opinion of things. Move away from the crowd. Break the stereotypes and
preconceived notions. Be awesome. For all you know there is a good deal of solid worth and
skill under a jacket and yellow pants :)

KNOW
Compiled by Devika Adusumilli & Riteesh Reddy

Is

cracking
knuckles
doing you any
harm?
Whenever
you’re
caught
cracking
your knuckles, you
probably must have
had people telling
you that it causes
arthritis.
Normally,
various gases are
dissolved
in
the
synovial fluid in which
the joints are nestled.
When we flex or
extend the joint(here
the
metacarpophalangeal
joint),
there is a rapid
increase in pressure
which causes the
volume of the bubble
to reduce and hence
bursts, causing a
“popping” sound.
It takes around half
an hour for the gases
to dissolve back into
the synovial fluid.

Why

Coming to the more
interesting part, Dr.
Unger did a long
and cumbersome
research to find out
whether cracking
his knuckles did Because they belong to Adam?
actually
cause
arthritis or not.
The Adam’s apple is a bulge in the
Over
the
period
larynx caused due to the projection
of
50-something
of the thyroid cartilage. Both men and
years, he cracked
women have a thyroid cartilage, its just
the knuckles of his
larger in men.
left hand twice a
day while never his They’re about the same size until,
right, using it as a BAM! Puberty strikes. Men produce
control.After half a testosterone causing the cartilage
century, his analyzed to enlarge.Where does the thyroid
data confirmed that cartilage get its name from?
cracking his knuckles Most say it’s the forbidden fruit
did no harm to him, (apple) getting stuck in the throat.
other than a slight Some claim the forbidden fruit to be
swelling once a while. a pomegranate , while others say it’s
Whatever the result a banana.Your pick- Adams apple,
of the research may Adam’s pomegranate, Adam’s banana.
be, nothing beats the Eve clearly chewed before swallowing.
feeling of cracking
your knuckles.

don’t
women
have Adam’s apples?

THYSELF
W

anything cold touches
hy does eating When
the roof of your mouth, your
ice cream too anterior cerebral artery dilates
very quickly to supply more
fast cause a “Brain blood to your brain and causes
the pressure in your cranial
Freeze”?
vault to shoot up, resulting in a

A warm sunny afternoon.
Nothing beats the feeling of
licking
a scrumptious cold
scoop of ice cream. Eat it too
fast and you end up with a sharp
pain in your head.

W

headache.
Although a tough feat to
perform, eating ice cream slowly
can prevent brain freeze.

which
hy does hair pheomelanin,
is
reddish-yellow,
turn grey? and pass the melanin

The dreaded grey hair…
the first sign that you’re no
longer old enough to ride
on the merry go round.
Every one of our hair
follicles contains pigment
cells called melanocytes.
The melanocytes produce
eumelanin,
which
is
black or dark brown, and

is deposited into the hair
so it appears lighter. As
greying progresses, the
to
the
cells
which melanocytes die off until
produce keratin, the chief there aren’t any cells left
protein in hair. When to produce the color.
the
keratin-producing The belief that stress
cells (keratinocytes) die, causes grey hair is just
they retain the coloring a myth. Just make sure
from the melanin. When you’re eating your vitamins
you first start to go grey, and taking good care of
the melanocytes are still your hair because hey at
present, but they become the end of the day we’re all
less active. Less pigment going to get old some day!

Answers to these common questions were aggregated from:
MentalFloss, Do Penguins Have Knees? by David Feldman, Medical News Today, BBC
Knowledge, MakeMeGenius.com, & The Guardian.

Why

male and female embryos. It is only after
the 8th week, that the Y chromosome
kicks in and testosterone is secreted and
prevents the formation of the female
The formation of mammary glands and a tubes.
few other tissues begins to form early in Although men have nipples, they do not
development, before the gender specific lactate as the pituitary gland does not
processes take place. Up until the 4th secrete enough amounts of prolactin to
week of development of the embryo, the stimulate milk production.
processes taking place are the same in

do men have
nipples?

What

responsible
for controlling
many
bodily
functions. The
pituitary gland
instantly signals
the
adrenal
glands, which sit on
top of each kidney.
The adrenal glands
release adrenaline and
other chemicals into
your
bloodstream.
Adrenaline
causes
rapid
heart
rate,
increased
blood
pressure and improved
circulation in your
muscles. All of those
effects are designed
to help you fight the
situation. At the same
time that blood is
flowing to your lungs

causes butterflies
in your stomach?
We’ve all had that
tingly feeling in our
stomach just before
an important exam
or when its our turn
to speak in front of a
large audience. It feels
like there’s something
moving around in our
stomach like we have
“butterflies”
inside.
In situations like this,
Signals travel from
the
thinking
part
of your brain to the
hypothalamus
and
pituitary gland, which
are in your brain and

and muscles, less of
it is reaching other
organs
including
your stomach. This
and other hormonal
changes may cause
nausea. Even though
man is unlikely to
encounter a lion, a
milder version of the
same process kicks
in in less stressful
situations.
That’s
“butterflies” in your
stomach. Next time
you feel like this,
just remember to be
relaxed and take deep
breaths, you’ll be fine.

What

of the most common causes
are the One
for these little white spots, which
white can show up on both fingernails
and toenails, is a condition called
spots some people have leukonychia. While many people
think they’re caused by a calcium or
on nails?
zinc deficiency, that’s generally not
the case. In reality, these spots most often develop as a result of mild to
moderate trauma to your nail. If you can’t think of anything that would have
injured your nail, consider the fact that nails grow very slowly, so the injury
may have occurred weeks before the spots ever appeared . Another possibility
is that the spots could be a sign of a mild infection or allergy, or a side effect
of certain medications

What

in the cells. When you cut

is the science
behind jet lag?

the onion, the otherwise
separate enzymes start

For anyone of us who have travelled by
international air, the term “jet lag” is that dreaded
feeling we’ve definitely experienced. Jet lag, also
called ‘desynchronosis’ or ‘time zone change
syndrome’, is when one’s body clock is knocked
out of sync. This de-synchronicity occurs as a
result of the speed in which someone air-travels
from east to west (or vice versa) and across
time zones. Because the body’s used to its own
rhythm/pattern, when it crosses time zones, it’s
essentially saying “where am I? I’m not used to
this. Something feels different. I’m not sure I like
it.” To beat this feeling, drink plenty of water on
board and try adjusting your sleep wake cycles
a few days before to match the timings of the
destination you’re travelling to.

Why

do
onions
make us cry?

You’re cutting up onions
in the kitchen for that

eyes out for no
apparent reason.
Onions

sulfenic

form
in

bawling

your

which

is

S-oxide,
a

volatile

sulphur compound that
starts wafting towards
your eyes. The gas that
is emitted reacts with the
water of your eyes and
forms

sulphuric

acid.

The sulphuric acid thus
produced causes burning
sensation in your eyes
and this in turn leads to
the tear glands secreting
tears. Thus you end up

home.

the Try soaking the onions
the in water before you cut

yummy pasta you can’t onion cells. Both
wait to make and yet enzymes and the sulfenic
you’re

propanethiol

produce

acid time you cut onions at

that

acids

and

contain with watery eyes every

amino

sulfoxides

mixing

them. It helps with the

acids are kept separately waterworks :)

Congratulations! You’ve Won the

But Did
You Get
the
The alarm goes off in morning at 6:00 am ..”Argh! I’m so tired,Just another
five minutes” and we all know how that ends.(Panting) you reach the lecture hall
twenty minutes late trying for attendance through proxies,wondering about a place
to have lunch with the leftover pocket money ,borrowing notes from pals and the day
goes on.
By the end of the day when you hit the pillow tonight you start thinking
“Life has become so monotonous.” “Phew! I need a break.Let’s go on a holiday? To a
movie? The club?”. Have you ever paused for a while and wondered “why do I plan on
escaping from work or college? why at times life feels dull and boring?”.We eventually
go out for a movie or partying and then what? it’s the same old story back to routine.
I am a firm believer of “live as if it’s your last day”.So why do we have to deprive
ourselves from happiness on a daily basis.
We all have long lost our identities in the course of education.Along the
growth line as we grew succumbing to peer pressure,parental compulsions,social
barrage, we have long lost our true zest.We here in india are brought up with strong
family emotions and bondage,our parents would even be predecided about our future
before we are born,some parents live in a fallacy that they have provided enough
freedom for the choosing their future,where in reality they will narrow them down to
few options.
It’s a funny a line I heard from my friends “I decided what I want to become
in life after my engineering”.Well,that’s a true scenario happening now a days,as we
are compelled to take a career choice at a very young age in our country.It agonises
me that we are pushed in to the rat race even before we realise it and only few muster

courage to try getting out.
So what can we do about it now?The simple solution is PASSION. Yes,
by taking out time for your passion in daily activities, will give you joy, ecstasy and
gratification.It’s a pitiable situation today,cause some of us hardly know what our
passion is? or worse what
passion is?
Passion on a broad term
is an activity or an object
which creates a compelling
enthusiasm which makes
you eccentric while doing
it,something which gives
you a sense of fulfilment and
a sense of joy in the end.
We all may have taken this
course(medicine) either out
of choice or by chance,some
compelled due to social and
economic bonds.We may end
up being great doctors with
a lavish home and luxuries
but,even before you realise you could get caught up in the stereotypical dogma of life.
Here I would like to mention one of my favourite indian authors Ashwin
Sanghi who was a successful businessman at a very young age,highly qualified with an
MBA from Yale school for management.He was also hailed as the indian Dan Brown for
‘The Krishna key’ and ‘The Rozabal line’.He was always passionate about writing ,here
are few lines from him “looking back at my own life. I realise that,had I been running
solely after money,I would have never sat down to write my first book”.
We all are sadly tied to the bonds of money,we have big dreams of driving
a porsche,taking care of parents and some even clearing out educational loans.We
may not renounce all our hard work and start pursuing our passion all of sudden.
But,Can’t we afford 7 hours out of 168 hours(a week).Robert Vallerand from University
of Quebec and his associates found that participating in a passion can add eight hours
of happiness in a week.
If you ask me “what’s the best the best way to live life? I would say find
a way to get paid for your passion”.Imagine you spend most of the day doing what
you love and even getting paid for it. My personal best wishes for all who have found
their passion and pursuing it as one of their goals,for the rest I urge you to explore
and identify yours. Do yourself a favour everyday,take out time for your passion ,gift
yourself the happiness ,you deserve it,So the next time you start your day you won’t
groan.
Kirthana Sade

We represent voices throughout AIMSR. If you’d like to make a contribution towards our next issue, please read on!

What Are We Looking For?
•
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•

Have you read a book or watched a show that you’d like to share with your
classmates?
Book reviews
Movie reviews
TV Show reviews
Is there something going on in and around Hyderabad that others may be
interested in attending?
Upcoming event overviews
Cultural event coverage
Have you been to any new places or gone to any fun events recently?
Past event coverage
Cool places to hang out
Do you have a personal experiences you’d like to share?
Do you know about something new and interesting in the medical field such as
technology, interesting cases, etc.?
Did you read something in our last issue that you strongly agreed or disagreed
with? Send us your opinion!

We’re open to all types of submissions! If you have something you’d like to see published,
feel free to share! However, please note that submitting content does not necessarily mean
it will be published.

Requirements
• Text articles should be:
• Times New Roman font, size 12
• Format: Word document (.doc,
.docx) or GoogleDoc
• Use correct spelling and grammar; no “online” language
• Send any pictures you would like to
include as separate attachments
(Not as part of your article)
• Email submissions as attachment to
AIMSR.ATHENA@GMAIL.COM
• Subject line should be title of your
article, your name, & batch
• If you would like to remain anonymous, please mention it within the
body of your email.

Please Note

Any submissions with
controversial subject matter such as
political opinions, religious topics,
etc. will not be accepted
Your submission may not
be published subject to space
limitations, relevance to magazine,
adherence to guidelines, etc.
All submissions must be
submitted by the last day of every
month in order to be considered for
publication in the upcoming issue.
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